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2010 Global Summer Program at ANU ? Kioloa Field Trip
This course focuses on the dynamic and rapidly expanding field of international environmental policy (IEP).
This is a field that has grown dramatically over the last three decades, driven by concern over unprecedented
and large-scale global environmental change, including climate change, biodiversity loss, deforestation,
marine degradation, and expanding trade and consumption. This course takes an interdisciplinary approach,
drawing insights from areas including ecology, law, economics, international relations and politics.  Read
More >>

Testimonials:

Q. ?What were the best aspects of your IARU GSP experience??

?The field trip to Kioloa and the negotiations exercise stand out, partly because of the different environment
and the entire experience, and partly because it really let us put into practice everything we'd learnt in words
in the course.?
- Chin Huilin, 2010 ANU GSP participant from the University of Oxford

?Meeting a bunch of great, intelligent people from diverse academic and cultural backgrounds. Teachers were
comprehensive in their knowledge and flexible in teaching style. I really valued the negotiations, as this gave
practical experience in a fascinating field and led me to consider how I act in those situations. The experience
and knowledge of the teachers and fellow students was extremely valuable.?
- Patrick Simons, 2010 ANU GSP participant from the Australian National University.

THE BASICS:

Lecturer:
Mr Ian Fry (ANU)
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Field Trip:
ANU Kioloa Campus

Tuition:
Sponsored for IARU partner students

Accommodation:
AUD 1250 ? estimate (Bruce Hall and University House)

Includes all meals, except for lunch and dinner at University House. A number of cafes and restaurants are
available both on-campus and close by that students may wish to utilize during this period, including a
cafeteria style bistro cafe at University House.

Field trip:
AUD 500 ? estimate
Includes all transport, meals and accommodation at Kioloa Coastal Campus.

Target audience:

Senior undergraduate/Masters level• 
Suitable for students from a wide range of academic backgrounds• 
Excellent English language skills in reading, writing and speaking required.• 

About the Australian National University:
Founded in 1946, the Australian National University (ANU) is well-established among its peers for academic
excellence with its seven colleges and the Institute of Advanced Studies comprising nine research schools
and a research center. As an active Alliance participant, ANU is the lead for the signature Campus
Sustainability Program as well as a dedicated collaborator in other research initiatives such as the
Demonstrative Project on Sustainable Cities, Global Culture and Citizenship, and Regional Perspectives on
Global Security. With its diverse research capabilities, the ANU has a fine tradition of innovation in research
that underpins its involvement in the Alliance.
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